Spatial-temporal prediction has many applications such as climate forecasting and urban planning. In particular, traffic prediction has drawn increasing attention in data mining research field for the growing traffic related datasets and for its impacts in real-world applications. For example, an accurate taxi demand prediction can assist taxi companies to pre-allocate taxis to meet with commuting demands. The key challenge of traffic prediction lies in how to model the complex spatial and temporal dependencies. In this paper, we make two important observations which have not been considered by previous studies: (1) the spatial dependency between locations are dynamic; and (2) the temporal dependency follows strong periodicity but is not strictly periodic for its dynamic temporal shifting. Based on these two observations, we propose a novel Spatial-Temporal Dynamic Network (STDN) framework. In this framework, we propose a flow gating mechanism to learn the dynamic similarity between locations via traffic flow. A periodically shifted attention mechanism is designed to handle long-term periodic dependency and periodic temporal shifting. Furthermore, we extend our framework from region-based traffic prediction to traffic prediction for road intersections by using graph convolutional structure. We conduct extensive experiments on several large-scale real traffic datasets and demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach over state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
Spatial-temporal prediction is ubiquitous in real world, from climate forecasting, to next location prediction, to traffic prediction. In particular, traffic prediction has drawn increasing attention with the growing amount of traffic-related datasets such as taxi pick-ups and drop-offs, and traffic conditions obtained from surveillance cameras. In the meantime, an accurate traffic prediction model is essential to many real-world applications. For example, taxi demand prediction can help taxi companies pre-allocate taxis; traffic volume prediction can help transportation department better manage and control the traffic to ease traffic congestions.
In a typical traffic prediction setting, given historical traffic data (e.g., traffic volume of a region or a road intersection for each hour during the previous month), we aim to predict the traffic for the next time slot. A number of studies have investigated traffic prediction for decades. In time series community, autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) and Kalman filtering have been widely applied to traffic prediction problems [16, 18, 21, 24] . While these methods study traffic time series for each individual location, recent studies further utilize spatial information (e.g., adding regularizations on model similarity for nearby locations) [9, 12, 37] and external context information (e.g., adding features of venue information, weather condition, and local events) [22, 27, 31] . However, these approaches are still based on traditional time series models or machine learning models and do not well capture the complex non-linear spatial-temporal dependency.
Recently, deep learning has shown its great learning and representation power in many challenging fields, such as computer vision [15] , natural language processing [19] , speech recognition [10] , and recommendation [29] . The success has inspired several attempts to apply deep learning techniques on traffic prediction problem. For example, recent studies consider city-wide traffic as a heatmap image, where each pixel value represents the traffic in the corresponding region [20, 35, 36] . In these studies, convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to model the non-linear spatial dependency. To model non-linear temporal dependency, researchers propose to use recurrent neural network (RNN)-based framework [7, 34] . Yao et al. [32] further propose a method to jointly model both spatial and temporal dependencies by integrating CNN and long short-term memory (LSTM).
The existing methods using deep learning techniques for traffic prediction have two major limitations. First, the spatial dependency between locations relies only on the similarity of historical traffic [32, 35] and the model learns a static spatial dependency. However, the dependencies between locations could change over time. For example, in the morning, the dependency between a residential area and a business center is strong; whereas in late evening, the relation between a working place and a restaurant area might be , H. Yao et al. strong. Traffic flow data is a helpful information source to describe such dynamic relations.
Another limitation is that many existing studies ignore the shifting of long-term periodic dependency. Traffic data show a strong daily and weekly periodicity and the dependency on the previous periodic time frame can be useful for prediction. However, one challenge is that the traffic data is not strictly periodic. For example, the peak hours on weekdays are usually in the late afternoon, but could vary from 4:30pm to 6:00pm on different days. Though previous studies [35, 36] considers periodic traffic data, they fail to consider the sequential dependency and the temporal shifting in the periodicity.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose a novel deep learning architecture, spatial-temporal dynamic network (STDN) for traffic prediction. STDN is based on a spatial-temporal neural network, which handles spatial and temporal information via local CNN and LSTM, respectively. A flow-gated local CNN is proposed to handle spatial dependency by modeling the dynamic similarity among locations using traffic flow information. A periodically shifted attention mechanism is proposed to learn the long-term periodic dependency. The proposed mechanism captures both longterm periodic information and temporal shifting in traffic sequence via attention mechanism. Furthermore, our method uses LSTM to handle the sequential dependency in a hierarchical way. Finally, our approach can easily be extended to graph convolutional neural network and can predict traffic volumes at road intersections.
We evaluate the proposed method on large-scale real-world public datasets including taxi data of New York City (NYC), bike-sharing data of NYC, and road camera data of Jinan, China. The comprehensive comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• We proposed a flow gating mechanism to explicitly model dynamic spatial similarity. The gate controls information propagation among nearby locations.
• We proposed a periodically shifted attention mechanism by taking long-term periodic information and temporal shifting simultaneously.
• We extended our model to road intersection traffic prediction, which uses graph convolutional structure to capture spatial dependency.
• We conducted experiments on several real-world traffic datasets.
The results show that our model is consistently better than other state-of-the-art methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. We describe some notations and our problem in Section 3. The proposed method is presented in Section 4. We describe discuss the experimental results in detail in Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Data-driven traffic prediction problems have received wide attention for decades. Essentially, the aim of traffic prediction is to predict a traffic-related value for a location at a timestamp based on historical data. In this section, we discuss the related work on traffic prediction problems.
In time series community, autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), Kalman filtering and their variants have been widely used in traffic prediction problem [16, 18, 21, 24] . Recent studies further explore the utilities of external context data, such as venue types, weather conditions, and event information [22, 23, 31] . In addition, spatial information has also been explicitly modeled in recent studies. For example, Deng et al. [9] used matrix factorization on road networks to learn the latent space between road connected regions for predicting traffic volume. Several studies [12, 27, 37] were proposed to smooth the prediction differences for nearby locations and time intervals via several prior regularizations. However, all of these methods fail to model the complex nonlinear relations of the space and time.
Deep learning models provide a new promising way to capture non-linear spatiotemporal relations, which have achieved great success in the fields of computer vision [15, 30] , natural language processing [19] , speech recognition [10] and recommendation [29] . In traffic prediction, a series of studies have been proposed based on deep learning techniques. For example, Wei et al. [30] transferred spatial structure as vectors and used fully connected network to capture spatial information between neighbors for traffic demand prediction. Wang et al. [28] designed a neural network framework using context data from multiple sources and predict the gap between taxi supply and demand. These methods used extensive features, but do not model the spatial and temporal interactions explicitly.
A line of studies applied convolutional structure to capture spatial correlation. For example, Zhang et al. [36] and Zhang et al. [35] treated the whole city as image and constructed three same convolutional structures to capture trend, period and closeness information. Ma et al. [20] utilized CNN on the whole city for traffic speed prediction. Another line of studies used recurrent-neural-networkbased model for modeling sequential dependency. Yu et al. [34] proposed to apply Long-short-term memory (LSTM) network and autoencoder to capture the sequential dependency for predicting the traffic under extreme conditions, particularly for peak-hour and post-accident scenarios. Cui et al. [7] proposed a deep stacked bidirectional and unidirectional LSTM network for traffic speed prediction. However, while these studies explicitly model temporal sequential dependency or spatial dependency, none of them consider both aspects simultaneously.
Recently, several studies use convolutional LSTM [25] to handle spatial and temporal dependency for taxi demand prediction [13, 38] . Yao et al. [32] further proposed a multi-view spatial-temporal network for demand prediction, which learns the spatial-temporal dependency simultaneously by integrating LSTM, local-CNN and semantic network embedding. Based on road network, Li et al. [17] extended convolutioanal GRU to graph convolutional GRU for traffic speed prediction. Yu et al. [33] proposed a gated graph convolutional network for efficiency. Cheng et al. [5] combine CNN, RNN and road structure to predict traffic congestion. In these studies, the similarity between regions is based on static distance or road structure. They also overlook the long-term periodic influence and temporal shifting in time series prediction. , In summary, our proposed model explicitly handle dynamic spatial similarity and temporal periodic similarity jointly via flow gating mechanism and periodically shifted attention mechanism, respectively.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define some notations and the problem in this paper. We split the whole city to an I × J grid map which consists of I rows and J columns. We define the region set in the grid map as L = {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l i , ..., l I ×J }. Also, we split time as T nonoverlapping time intervals and define the time interval set as T = {ts 1 , ts 2 , ..., ts t , ...ts T }. For simplicity, we use t and i to represent time interval ts t region l i for the rest of the paper, respectively.
Additionally, we use (a, b) to define the spatiotemporal coordinate, where a is time and b is region. We denote the trip of an object as a start point s = (a s , b s ) and end point e = (a e , b e ). The trip set is defined as M, which contains all trips' start-end (i.e., (s, e)) pairs.
Definition 1 (Start/End Traffic Volume) Given the trip set M, the start traffic volume y i s,t and end traffic volume y i e,t for each region i at the time interval t are defined as:
Where | · | denotes the cardinality of the set. To some extent, the start and end traffic volume reflects the demand for the transportation and the popularity of region, respectively. Definition 2 (Traffic Flow) The traffic flow is used to describe the dynamic interactions between regions. The flow f i, j t from region i to j are defined as
If i equals to j, it means the volume of self-loop flow. We consider the flow that happens at a certain time interval (i.e., a s ∈ ts t ) and across time interval (i.e., a s < ts t ). Problem 1 (Traffic Volume Prediction) Given the data until time interval t, the traffic volume prediction problem aims to predict the start and end traffic volume at time interval t + 1. Similar to previous work [32] , we also use context features, such as temporal statistical features (e.g., volume values of previous several time intervals) and spatial features (e.g., volume values of nearby regions). For each region i, the context features is defined as a vector e i t ∈ R r . As we mentioned before, we predict start and end traffic volume simultaneously. Thus, the problem is formulated as
Where Y I ×J s,t −h, ...,t and Y I ×J e,t −h, ...,t are historical start and end volume, respectively. E t −h, ...,t are context features for all locations. A(·) is a prediction function.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the details for our proposed SpatialTemporal Dynamic Network (STDN). Figure 1 shows the architecture of our proposed method.
Local Spatial-Temporal Network
In order to capture spatial and temporal sequential dependency, combining local CNN and LSTM has shown the state-of-the-art performance in taxi demand prediction [32] . Here, we also use local CNN and LSTM to deal with spatial and short-term temporal dependency. In order to mutually reinforce the prediction of two types of traffic volumes (i.e., start and end volumes), we integrate and predict them together. This part of our proposed model is called Local Spatial-Temporal Network (LSTN).
Local spatial dependency.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to capture the spatial interactions. Since treating the entire city as an image and simply apply CNN may not achieve the best performance. Including regions with weak correlations to predict a target region actually hurts the performance. Thus, we use the local CNN to model the spatial dependency.
For each time interval t, we treat the target region i and its surrounding neighbors as a S × S image with two channels Y i t ∈ R S ×S ×2 . One channel contains start volume information, another one is end volume information. The target region is in the center of the image. The local CNN takes Y i t as input Y i,0 t , and the formulation of each convolutional layer k is:
where W k s,t and b k s,t are learned parameters. F (x) = max(x, 0) is a ReLU activation function. After stacking K convolutional layers, we use a flatten layer to transform the output Y i, K t of convolutional layer. Then, a fully connected layer is used to reduce the dimension of spatial representations. Finally, we get the spatial representation of region i at time interval t as s i t . 4.1.2 Short-term Temporal Dependency. We use Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) network to capture the temporal sequential dependency, which is proposed to address the exploding and vanishing gradient issue of traditional RNN. In this paper, we use the original version of LSTM [11] and formulate it as:
where h i t is the output representation of region i at time interval t. We concatenate the spatial representation s i t with context features e i t and use it as the input g i t of LSTM. We denote the output of the last time interval as h i t,so , which is the representation of short-term information.
Spatial Dynamic Similarity: Flow Gating Mechanism
As we described before, local CNN is used to capture the spatial dependency. CNN handles the local structure similarity by local connection and weight sharing. In local CNN, the local spatial dependency relies on the similarity of historical traffic volume. However, the spatial dependency of volume is a static dependency, which can not fully reflect the relation between the target region and its neighbors. A more direct way to represent interactions between regions is traffic flow. If there are more flows existing between two regions, the relation between them is stronger (i.e., they are more similar). Traffic flow can be used to explicitly control the volume information propagation between regions. Therefore, we design a 
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information. At each time interval t, we consider the flow happens from time t − r + 1 to t. Thus, we get total 2r flow images and concatenate them as F i t ∈ R S ×S ×2r . Then, we use CNN to capture the spatial interaction of flow between regions, which takes F i t as input F
Temporal Dynamic Periodic Similarity:
Periodically Shifted Attention Mechanism
In local spatial-temporal network defined in Section 4.1, only previous several time intervals (usually several hours) are used for prediction. However, it overlooks the long-term dependency (e.g., periodicity), which is an important property of spatial-temporal prediction problem. In this section, we take long-term periodic information into consideration. Simply using long-term information makes the length of LSTM very long and difficult to train. The gradient vanishing of too long sequence also weakens the periodic influence. Thus, only the relative time intervals of the predicted time (i.e., the same time of previous days) in previous days are considered. However, considering the same time of previous days raises another problem called temporal shifting of periodicity, i.e., traffic data is not strictly periodic. For example, the peak hours on weekdays are usually in the afternoon, but could vary from 4:30pm to 6:00pm. We show one example of temporal shifting between different days and weeks in Figure 2a and Figure 2b , respectively. These two time series are start volume near the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, which are calculated from New York Taxi Trips [2] . Clearly, the traffic series are periodic but the peaks of traffic series (i.e., marked by the red circle) exist in different time intervals of the day. Furthermore, comparing these two figures, the periodicity is not strict daily or weekly. Thus, we design a Periodically Shifted Attention Mechanism (PSAM) to tackle the problem. The details are described as follows.
As shown in Figure 1 (a), we consider previous ω days for handling the periodic dependency. For each day, in order to tackle the temporal shifting problem, Ψ time intervals are selected as the predicted time is in these time intervals. Additionally, we use LSTM to protect the sequential information for each day, which is formulated as:
We adopt an attention mechanism to capture the temporal shifting and get the weighted representation of each previous day. Formally, the representation of each previous days is a weighted sum of hidden representations and defined as:
where α i ω ψ measures the importance of the time ω ψ for predicted time at previous time j. The importance value α i ω ψ is derived by comparing the learned spatial-temporal representation from shortterm memory (i.e., Eq. (6)) with previous hidden state h i t,ω ψ . Formally, the weight α i ω ψ is defined as
In this work, similar to [19] , the score function is regarded as content-based function, which is defined as
where W H , W X , b X , v are learned parameters, v T denotes the transpose of v. For each previous day ω, we get the periodic representation h i t,ω . Then, we use another LSTM to preserve the sequential information by using these periodic representations as input, i.e.,
We regard the output of the last time interval as the representation of temporal dynamic similarity (i.e., long-term periodic information), and denote it as h i t,lo .
Joint Training
We concatenate the short-term representation h i t,so and long-term representation h i t,lo as h i t,r , i.e., h i t,r = h i t,so ⊕ h i t,lo . Then we feed h i t,r to a fully connected network and get the final prediction value of start and end traffic volume for each region i, which is denoted as y i s,t +1 and y i e,t +1 , respectively. The final prediction function is defined as:
where W f a and b f a are learned parameters. The output of our model is (-1,1) since we normalize the value of pick-up and dropoff volume. We later denormalize the prediction to get the actual demand values.
Optimization
Since we predict start volume and end traffic volume simultaneously, the loss function is defined as:
where θ are all learned parameters in STDN. λ is a parameter to balance the influence of start and end. In this study, λ is set as 0.5. STDN is optimized via Backpropagation Through Time (BPTT) and Adam [14] . We use Tensorflow [3] and Keras [6] to implement our proposed model.
Extension: Road Intersection Volume Prediction
The traffic volume of road intersection is another important type of traffic volume, which can be recorded by cameras. The traffic volume of adjacent intersections is highly correlated. Thus, road network structure captures the spatial dependency of traffic volume. In this section, we extend our framework to incorporate road network information. We use graph convolution to handle the spatial information on the road network. The road network is defined as G = (V , E,W ) with N nodes, the graph convolution is defined in the spectral domain. The Laplacian matrix of the graph G is defined as L = D − W and the eigen decomposition is L = U ΛU T , where D is degree matrix. Based on the fact that γ th power of Laplacian is supported by exactly γ -hop neighbors [26] , we calculate the γ th power of Laplacian via Chebyshev polynomial expansion [8] for computational efficient as follows:
whereθ γ ∈ R Γ is a vector of Chebyshev coefficients. T γ (Λ) ∈ R S ×S is the Chebyshev polynomial of order γ , which is evaluated as Λ = 2Λ λ max − I. For more details about graph convolution, please refer to [8] .
Furthermore, we also extend graph convolution to local graph convolution. For each intersection i, we choose the nearest S road intersections based on Euclidean distance, i.e., the number of nodes for each local graph is S. In order to extend our model, we replace the convolutional neural network as graph convolutional neural network. Both convolutional operators on flow image and volume image are replaced by graph convolutional operators. The experiment of this extension part is described in Section 5.8.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct experiments on two real datasets. We show a comprehensive quantitative evaluation by comparing with other methods and also show the effectiveness of flow gating mechanism and periodically shifted attention mechanism 1 .
Datasets
We evaluate our proposed method on two large-scale public realworld datasets from New York City (NYC). Each dataset contains trip records, as detailed follows.
• NYC- Taxi 
Evaluation Metrics
In our experiment, we use Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) and Rooted Mean Square Error (RMSE) as the evaluation metrics, which are the same metrics used in literature [27, 32, 35] . These metric are defined as follows:
whereŷ i t +1 and y i t +1 represent the prediction value and real value of region i for time interval t + 1, and ξ is total number of samples.
Compared Algorithms
We compare our model with the following three categories of spatial-temporal prediction methods. Moreover, multiple types of traffic volume (e.g., start volume and end volume of bike trips) are predicted jointly in all baselines for fair comparison. For each method, we tune some key hyperparameters in our scenario. For the rest hyperparameters, we follow the setting in their original papers. 1 Code and data: http://tangxianfeng.net
Traditional time-series prediction methods.
• Historical average (HA): Historical average predicts traffic for a given region basing on the average values of the previous relative time interval in the same region.
• Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA): ARIMA considers moving average and autoregressive components.
Regression-based methods.
• Ridge regression (Ridge): We use Ridge (i.e., with ℓ 2 -norm regularization) as the linear regression method.
• LinUOTD [27] : LinUOTD is a linear regression model with a spatial-temporal regularization.
• XGBoost [4] : XGBoost is a widely used boosting tree method.
We set the number of trees is 500, the maximum depth of each tree is 4, the subsample rate is 0.6.
Neural-network-based methods. • MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP):
We compare our method with a neural network with four fully connected layers. The hidden units of each layer is 128, 128, 64, 64.
• ConvLSTM [25] : ConvLSTM extends the fully connected LSTM to have convolutional structures in each transition.
• DeepSD [28] : DeepSD is an artificial neural network model to predict the gap between taxi demand and supply. It can be regarded as an extension model of MLP which considers the supplydemand patterns, weather and traffic information. Note that we do not have weather and traffic information, we remove these components for comparison. 
Settings

Preprocessing:
We split the whole city as 10×20 regions. The size of each region is about 1km × 1km. The length of each time interval is set as 30 minutes. We use Min-Max normalization to convert traffic volume and flow to [0, 1] scale. After prediction, we denormalize the prediction value and use it for evaluation. We use a sliding window on both training and testing data for sample generation. When testing our model, we filter the samples with volume values less than 10, which a common practice used in industry and academy [32] . Because in the real-world applications, cares with low traffic are of little interest.
Context features:
We choose similar types of context features used in [27, 32] . These features include temporal features (e.g., volume values of previous several time intervals) and spatial features (e.g., volume values of nearby regions). Note that, we use the same features for all compared methods above.
Hyperparameters Setting:
We select 80% of the training data to learn the models, and the remaining 20% for validation. For spatial information, we set all convolution kernel sizes to 3 × 3 , with 64 filters. The size of each neighborhood considered was set as 7 × 7 (i.e., S=7), which corresponds to about 7km × 7km rectangles. We set K = 3 (number of layers), r = 2 (the time span of considered flow) and d = 64 (dimension of the output). For temporal information, we set t = 7 for short-term LSTM (i.e., previous 3.5 hours), ω = 3 for long-term periodic information (i.e., previous 3 days), Ψ = 3 for periodically shifted attention mechanism (i.e., half an hour before and after of relative predicted time are considered). The dimension of hidden output of LSTM is 128. The batch size in our experiment is set to 64. Learning rate is set as 0.001. Both dropout and recurrent dropout rate in LSTM are set as 0.5. We also use early-stop in all the experiments. and other context features. For regression-based methods (Ridge, LinUOTD, XGBoost), they further consider spatial correlations as features or regularizations. As a result, they achieve better performances compared with other conventional time-series approaches. However, they fail to capture the complex non-linear temporal dependencies and the dynamic spatial relationships. Therefore, our proposed method significantly outperforms those regression-based methods.
Performance Comparison
For neural-network-based methods, our proposed model achieves better performance than MLP and DeepSD. The potential reason is that MLP and DeepSD do not explicitly model spatial dependency and temporal sequential dependency. Also, our model outperforms ST-ResNet, because ST-ResNet uses CNN to capture spatial information, but overlooks the temporal sequential dependency. ConvL-STM extends fully connected LSTM by integrating convolutional operation to LSTM units for capturing both spatial and temporal information. DMVST-Net considers spatial-temporal information by local CNN and LSTM. However, these two models overlook the dynamic spatial similarity and periodic temporal shifting. The better performance of our proposed model demonstrates the effectiveness of flow gating mechanism and periodically shifted attention mechanism to capture the dynamic spatial-temporal similarity.
Effectiveness of Flow Gating Mechanism
In this section, we study the effectiveness of flow gating mechanism. We first list some variants of using traffic flow information as follows:
• LSTN: As described in Section 4. t . Then we feed it in to LSTM as spatial features instead of using a flow gating mechanism.
• LSTN-FGM: FGLSTN further utilize flow gating mechanism to represent the spatial dynamic similarity between local neighborhoods. The variant does not use periodically shifted attention mechanism.
The results of different variants in NYC-Taxi an NYC-Bike are shown in Figure 3a , 3b and Figure 3c , 3d, respectively. LSTN-FGM and STDN outperform LSTN, because LSTN overlooks the dynamic spatial similarity between regions (e.g., traffic flow). In order to model dynamic spatial similarity, a straightforward approach would be using local flow as another type of spatial representation, i.e., the variants LSTN-FI. However, compared to LSTN-FGM, which uses flow gating mechanism, LSTN-FI performs worse. One potential reason is that only using traffic flow as features can not incorporate the structure of spatial dynamic similarity. The results reveal the effectiveness of flow gating mechanism to explicitly capture the dynamic spatial similarity. Furthermore, the comparison to STDN demonstrates the importance of tackle temporal shifted periodic information.
Effectiveness of Periodically Shifted Attention Mechanism
The intuition of periodically shifted attention mechanism is the long-term periodic information and temporal shifting. In this section, we analyze the effectiveness of periodically shifted attention mechanism and several variants are listed as follows:
• LSTN-L: We extend LSTN by taking long-term sequential information into consideration. The long-term information (i.e., the information of relative predicted time in previous 3 days) are concatenated with short-term information (i.e., the information of previous 7 time intervals) and use one LSTM network as prediction component.
• LSTN-SL: LSTN-SL removes the periodically shifted attention mechanism in STDN. LSTN-SL consists of two LSTM network. One is used to capture short-term dependency, and another one uses relative time in previous 3 days information to capture longterm information. Note that we set Ψ = 1 (only relative predicted time in previous 3 days are considered) and LSTN-SL does not include flow gating mechanism.
• LSTN-PSAM: We add the periodically shifted attention mechanism attention on LSTN-SL. Compared to proposed STDN, this variant only removes the flow gating mechanism.
Figures 4a, 4b and Figures 4c, 4d show the comparison results in NYC-Taxi and NYC-Bike, respectively. We also show LSTN (described in Section 5.6) and STDN (our proposed model) for comparison. The results for LSTN and LSTN-L are similar. One potential reason is that when the long term information is concatenated before short term information in LSTM, only the short term information can be remembered. The other reason is the uneven time gap between long term information and short term information might be harmful for learning the periodic sequence. In one LSTM network, sequences with different sample rate may not achieve good performance. LSTN-SL further split the long-term and short-term information and use two LSTM networks to handle these dependencies. We can see that LSTN-SL performs better than LSTN-L, which shows the effectiveness of considering long-term and shortterm information separately. Furthermore, the improvement from LSTN-PSAM to LSTN-SL shows the influence of temporal shifting. Using the proposed periodically shifted attention mechanism can capture the temporal shifting and improve the performance. Finally, the better performance of STDN than LSTN-PSAM further shows the effectiveness of flow gating mechanism.
Extension Experiments: Road Intersection Volume Prediction
As described in Section 4.6, our framework can be easily extended to traffic volume prediction on road intersection. In this section, we test the extended framework STDN-Graph. We collect the road camera dataset from Jinan, China. Vehicles' trajectories are recorded when passing through the road intersections. The dataset contains records during 08/01/2017 to 08/31/2017 collected from more than 900 road intersections. The , dataset contains more than 9 billion vehicles' records in these intersections. We use previous 25 days as training and the rest 6 days as testing. The length of time interval is set as 10 minutes.
Since ConvLSTM, ST-ResNet and DMVST-Net are based on region volume prediction, we only compare with other baselines described in Section 5.3. In addition, we add one neural-network baseline DCRNN [17] , which extends GRU with diffusion graph convolutional neural network. Table 3 shows the results of our model on road intersection volume prediction. Similar to previous reasons mentioned in Section 5.5, our model still achieves better performance than traditional time-series prediction methods (HA, ARIMA), regression-based methods (Ridge, LinUOTD, XGBoost) and MLP. Furthermore, our proposed method outperforms DCRNN. One reason is that our model further consider dynamic spatial similarity and temporal periodic information.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel Spatial-Temporal Dynamic Network (STDN) for traffic prediction. Our approach tracks the dynamic spatial similarity between regions by flow gating mechanism and temporal periodic similarity by periodically shifted attention mechanism. The evaluation on two large-scale datasets show that our proposed model significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, the experiments on road intersection volume prediction demonstrate our model can be easily extended to the road network and also achieves better performance.
